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Loyal Holders Benefit Program
The value of holding tokens can grow even in crypto assets if you attach a time component
to it. Doge SpaceX is the only token that has loyal holders reward program among the
reflection-based tokens.
Here is how it works:
Our contract has been designed to benefit the long-term holders. This is my second favorite
feature after dust wallets identification feature. We have 15% of the tokens reserved for
long-term hodlers. These tokens are vested from 20% locked on Pinksale. We are designing
several features around the loyal holder.

First of all who is a Loyal Hodler?
A loyal hodler is the one who doesn't sell more than 50% of his tokens during his holding
period. The moment he sells more than 50% tokens, he loses the status.

What are the benefits?
We have several use cases to reward long-term holders, to distribute 15% of the tokens.
Some of the features including air-drops, badges based on your holding period, tax free
purchases and more. Some of the benefits will be revealed closer to launch. This way, your
returns grow exponentially as you HODL.

Are the sellers who left us now not eligible for this benefits program?
Yes, they are not eligible if they have sold off 50% of the tokens.

How can I enter the loyal holders benefit program?
You are already part of the loyal holders program, if you have not sold 50% of your tokens.

How do I re-enter the loyal holders benefit program?
Buy more tokens to re-instate your loyal membership, if you have already sold more than
50%
When can I start seeing the benefits?
The loyal holders will start seeing the benefits once the Dapp is ready to support the features
we discussed. The 15% tokens will also start vesting in 3 months from now.
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